NOTES

PREFACE: PROMENADES

1. Of the colony’s population of 60 million in 1930, almost completely native, “at best 0.5 percent understood the colonial language.” Anderson, Under Three Flags, 87n50.

2. Le Corbusier in 1929, quoted in Frampton, Le Corbusier, 23.


5. Walter Benjamin, Bertold Brecht, or Franz Kafka, Jean-Luc Nancy, Marc Augé, or Avital Ronell, or Le Corbusier, Theodor Adorno, and some others appear on the pages of this book so pervasively not because they are more profound, articulate, impressive, or, yes, closer to my Western ear than the Indonesians like Sosro, Soemardjan, Soemito, or Trimurti. The Westerners were not invited to “speak for the silent”; they fell in (and sometimes with a thump), and they remained in the book by the force of their fragility, their will or inability to resist their temptation to join in, their affliction with the modern, and the constant fear of homelessness in their own metropolises, just a step aside, behind, or ahead of that in the colony. They are here as the other urban intellectuals of this book.


10. “The Sharing of Speech,” in Irigaray, Way of Love, 16, 28. It is a problem of language. Even the kindest editor (and I met the kindest ones at Duke University Press) would not allow me to keep in the book what the Indonesians said in Indonesian, the Dutch in Dutch, the French in French, the Germans in German, and I in Czech. The effect of having all the quotations in English only was to flatten them into a weird kind of contemporaneity: Franz Kafka chatting with Marc Augé, Marcel Proust with Ong
Hok Ham. In some ways I did not mind so much because this might actually suggest a significant sameness in the postmodern and postcolonial world in which we now live. In other ways, however, I minded very much. In fact, increasingly, I despaired. Out of this desperation, in large part, in the end, in the last chapter, I turned to the voices—and to the noise.

**BYPASSES AND FLYOVERS**

1. Abeyasekere, *Jakarta*, 90–91. Several among the prominent Dutch architects and urban planners in the late colonial era “lamented the disappearance of plants and vegetation, which for years had given character to the ‘tropical town.’ [At the same time they] noticed an unprecedented tendency in the colony, that is, in the appearance of order or ordering (*ordening*) in the urban environment.” Abidin Kusno, “The Significance of Appearance,” 5, 17.


3. Ibid., 241.


6. “The expansion of the city of Jakarta by the Dutch can be described as ‘embracing’ of the existing native neighborhoods. These were first surrounded by urban roads. Then they became pockets in the expanding city, and much of it still persists today.” “Jakarta: kampung besar atau metropolis,” in Marco Kusumawijaya, *Jakarta*, n.p.

7. For example, Rél Revolusi [Railway tracks of revolution] in “Speech of August 17, 1960,” in Sukarno, *Dari Proklamasi sampai Takari* 444. True distance is suggested here: “No distance was more distant than the one in which its [the train’s] rails converged in the mist.” “Berlin Childhood,” 1934, in Benjamin, *Selected Writings*, 3:387. This was a distance measured in height as much as in length: “The rail becomes the first prefabricated iron component, the precursor of the girder.” “Paris, the Capital of the Nineteenth Century,” 1935, in Benjamin, *Selected Writings*, 3:33. The girder, of course, has become the crucial element of high modern skyscrapers.


15. Augé, In the Metro, 62. See also: “Anthropology, or anyway social or cultural anthropology, is in fact rather more something one picks up as one goes.” Geertz, After the Fact, 97.
18. Ibid.
21. Tan Malaka, born in 1897 in West Sumatra, became the chairman of the Indies (Indonesian) Communist Party in 1921. He was exiled in 1922 and lived outside the country until about 1942, when he returned to Java. After 1945 Tan Malaka led the so-called 100 Percent–Freedom Indonesian radicals, and he was executed (as too radical, it seems) by a local commander of the Indonesian republican army in 1949. Patjar (pacar in the new spelling) has two meanings, at least, in Indonesian—Lawsonia inermis, “red henna,” and “fiancée, boyfriend/girlfriend, darling.” Both of the meanings are used in the Patjar Merah’s many stories—the hero leaves behind a patjar blossom whenever he just-in-time escapes the police; and beyond any doubt he is a darling.
22. “Dialogue is the rhythmic interruption of the logos, the space between the replies, each reply apart from itself retaining for itself an access to sense that is only its own, an access of sense that is only itself.” Nancy, Sense of the World, 165.
23. The translation of Rilke’s epigraph to this chapter is by M. D. Herter Norton, except for “mountains,” which I have substituted for his “hills,” and my “dwellings” instead of his “huts.” Rilke, let me note, embarked on his riding expedition from Prague too.
27. Blanchot, Writing of the Disaster, 4.
29. Ibid., 138.
30. Ibid.
34. Notebook, fall 1998, no.3.

36. Where I talk about inviolable highways, Siegel talks about the absence of ghosts. There is in Jakarta, he argues, “no room for contesting interpretations,” and no room for “survivors of massacres to tell their own stories.” This, he says, makes for “communicability.” Siegel, *New Criminal Type in Jakarta*, 9, 117–19. Indeed, the power of the postcolonial traffic rests very much on the absence of the ghosts of the likes of Mrs. Sosro, let’s say, crossing on red, and telling the stories of the massacred.


42. See, for instance, Akhary, *Architectuur en stedebouw in Indonesië*, 119.


47. Interview, Jakarta, August 25, 1995. See also “Roosseno tentang Roosseno,” in *Roosseno*, 901.


49. Ir. Wiratman Wangsadinata, quoted in “Pidato penerimaan gelar,” 893, and in “Roosseno tentang Roosseno,” 897.

50. “Preparations for the construction of Istiqlal Mosque and Hotel Indonesia were started under Sudiro (the mayor of Jakarta, 1953–1960) by the eviction and resettlement of the people living in the areas chosen for the erection of these monumental works. Nas and Malo, “View from the Top,” 234.

51. “Politik Ibukota: Antara polisi dan negara,” in Marco Kusumawijaya, *Jakarta*, 179; “Ruang arsitektur Lapangan Merdeka: Fragmentasi dan sentralitas,” ibid., 125. “The first plan was to make a simple monument, created and constructed by Indonesians. President Sukarno supported the idea. In the end, however, he amended it. The monument was topped with a flame of real gold and constructed by Japanese.” Nas and Malo, “View from the Top,” 233–34.


55. This is Le Corbusier’s upgrading of Aristotle’s “Four Routes,” in Le Corbusier’s *Les trois établissements humains* (1945), quoted in Frampton, *Le Corbusier*, 147.

56. Notebook, fall 1998, no. 3.


60. This beer drinking is historically typical. According to a depressing remark by Michel de Certeau, historians’ “discourse is located outside of the experience that gives it credibility . . . [it is] oblivious to the flow of everyday labor . . . [and, by the force of it] . . . allows a classification by periods, [and] a new ‘vector space.’” Certeau, “Historiographical Operation,” 88, 90.

61. See, for example, the introduction to Sukarno, *Dari Proklamasi sampai Takari*, 6.


63. These three terms are Robert Smithson’s from his “A Tour of the Monuments of Passaic,” in Holt, *Writing of Robert Smithson*, 52–57. Smithson was a major U.S. landscape architect of the late 1960s and the 1970s and most famously the author of *Spiral Jetty* in the Great Salt Lake, Utah. Ideally, in Jakarta, too, it might be like that: after a failed revolution, an avant-garde landscaping.


68. Interview, Jakarta, August 18, 1997.


70. Ibid., 216.


73. Barthes, *Camera Lucida*, 92. To get more of the Barthes’s sense here, one should remember that French for “flat” is *plat*.


75. “We must rediscover man. We must rediscover the straight line wedding the axis of fundamental laws: biology, nature, cosmos. Inflexible straight line like the horizon of the sea.” Le Corbusier, quoted in Caroline Constant, “From the Vergilian Dream to Chandigarh: Le Corbusier and the Modern Landscape,” in Wrede and Adams, *De-natured Visions*, 81.

76. November 10, 1998, was the first time ever, because of the riots, that there were no lights on the central heroes’ graves. Notebook, fall 1998, no. 3.
2. Ibid.
4. Frampton, Le Corbusier, 171.
5. Ibid., 36.
10. Interview, Jakarta, August 18, 1993.
12. Interview, Bandung, August 26, 1999.
15. Interview, Jakarta, August 18, 1993.
27. Descartes, quoted ibid., 64–65.
41. Frampton, *Le Corbusier*, 9, 129. “Iron construction was succeeded by reinforced concrete. This was the nadir for architecture, one which coincided with the deepest political depression.” Benjamin, *Arcades Project*, 548.
43. This is about the modern colony. Yet in many stories of the archipelago, there are some solid and premodern bronze and iron buildings described or, at least, sung about. For instance: “Thus it was, my dear young ones, / How strong it was in Batu Kumbang. / Bronze walls rammed up to the firmament, / Iron walls concealed the clouds. / Uû, the wind against them could not get through, / Ants walking on them slipped down sideways.” Collins, *Guritan of Radin Suane*, second night, canto 221, 248.
44. Interview, Jakarta, July 26, 1994.
46. A. G. Meyer *Eisenbauten* (1907), quoted in Benjamin, *Arcades Project*, 541. The twentieth-century avant-garde has made what might appear as (again) the final step. The movement around van der Rohe especially “was interested in exploring the reflective qualities of glass, hence the prismatic and curved forms. . . . [Buildings were to become] light-reflecting transparent shafts, the interior structure variably perceptible behind the glass skin. . . . [This] use of transparency and counter-transparency [was supposed to] creat[e] the paradox of a perpetual display of everything and nothing . . . [as] ambiguous oscillation of transparency and reflectivity.” Phyllis Lambert, “Punching through the Clouds: Notes on the Place of the Toronto Dominion Center in the North America *Oeuvre* of Mies,” in Mertins, *Presence of Mies*, 37,42; and Brian Boigon, “What’s So Funny: Modern Jokes and Modern Architecture,” ibid., 229. Simulacra got closer to be created through architectural means: “Belief, faith in information attach themselves to this tautological proof that the system gives of itself by doubling the signs of an unlocatable reality” Baudrillard, *Simulacra and Simulation*, 81.
47. “In geometry and logic alike a place is a possibility: something can exist in it.” Wittgenstein, *Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus*, § 3.411, 18.
50. Interview, Jakarta, August 8, 1999.

Notes to Chapter Two
51. Interview, Jakarta, August 18, 1993. It still feels so, let me say natural or even inevitable, to become a guest in a Jakarta house. I know it from my experience, and this is from a well-known author of my interviewees’ generation: “Without him realizing it, his feet have brought him to Mardi’s house. For a long time he can’t answer the questions that are hurled at him. Instead, he rolls his weak and weary body down onto Mardi’s mat, and tries to sleep.” “Miscarriage of a Would-Be Playwright,” in Pramoedya, *Tales from Djakarta*, 96.

52. This is not to say that there cannot be an unwelcome presence in an Indonesian house. The architecture itself can well articulate such a situation; it sometimes actually moans. Snouck Hurgronje, one of the most prominent colonial scholars and an adviser to the Dutch governor general around 1900, helping the Dutch conquest of Aceh in North Sumatra, warned against the Acehnese houses, built so as to, he wrote, alert the inhabitants — by squeaking and sighing when an intruder merely touches them or steps onto their porch. Similarly, Indonesian lore has it that “The great bamboo stairway thundered, / His advance made the corners chatter. / The floorboards shuddered; / Alarmed at his steps people started to rise.” Collins, *Guritan of Radin Suane*, first night, canto 37, 86.

53. Interview, Jakarta, July 30, 1996.
56. Interview, Jakarta, August 16, 1995.
58. Interview, Jakarta, July 28, 1996.
64. Interview, Surabaya, July 24, 1992.
68. Kafka, *Trial*, 149.
70. Interview, Jakarta, July 26, 1994.
71. Interview, Jakarta, July 14, 1997.
72. Interview, Jakarta, August 24, 1999.
75. “Heavy shadows against light shadows, a shadowy abyss beyond?” A hearth in
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a house, Henri Lefebvre says, has been the “last relic of the shadowy abyss.” Lefebvre, *Production of Space*, 248.

76. Interview, Utrecht, July 6, 1998. Another shadow play of the kind is described by Mr. Sutikno’s contemporary, the novelist Kartamihardja: “I was also frequently told stories about heaven and hell. Mother usually told them to me in bed before I fell asleep. She lay by me, cuddling me. Spellbound, my gaze remained rooted on the top of the mosquito net as though looking at a movie screen. In my imagination the picture of events in hell was displayed on the screen. ‘A naughty child who does not pray will go to hell,’ mother always said. ‘In hell, naughty children will be boiled in a cauldron of bubbling lead. Nobody, not even their fathers and mothers, will be able to help them.’” Mihardja (thus this author’s name is spelled in the particular edition of the book by the publisher), *Atheis*, 10.

77. Interview, Jakarta, August 20, 1999.


79. Interview, Jakarta, June 20, 1992.


82. Like many of the things described in this book, this is not just a matter of the past: still in the early 1950s, “all areas in Jakarta in turn were having their electricity cut off every three days.” The new mayor of the city “planned to decrease this to once every six days by building an electricity plant at Ancol [the outskirts of Jakarta].” Peter J. M. Nas and Manasse Malo, “View from the Top: Accounts of the Mayors and Governors of Jakarta,” in Grijns and Nas, *Jakarta-Batavia*, 231.


84. Interview, Yogyakarta, August 5, 1997.


86. Interview, Jakarta, August 18, 1999.


89. Baudelaire, “Philosophy of Toys,” 78.


fourth floors are often closed and the curtains drawn, as if the happy inhabitants of these places were obliged to 'play subway' at home.” Augé, *In the Metro*, 54.

93. A modern hero in one of Joseph Roth's Austrian-German novels perceives “the changes taking place in society” as “the insecurity of the old established classes and their new members, the fluidity of social values and of the terminal perplexity of modern houses which are built with ‘reception rooms.’” Roth, *Right and Left*, 141; emphasis mine.

96. Lefebvre, *Production of Space*, 227.

98. Here is a description of a bourgeois salon in the postcolonial Jakarta of the 1950s: “The dresser, the *ziije* [two or three chairs and a coffee table], the grandfather clock, the dining-room table, the Philips drawing-room radio and pick-up, the desks, the cabinets, the earthenware and porcelain vases from Italy and Czechoslovakia, the curtains from the textile mills of Egypt, the leather benches from Morocco, the Japanese hanging scrolls, and the Chinese embroideries.” “Mrs. Veterinary Doctor Suharko,” in Pramoedya, *Tales from Djakarta*, 132.

101. Karl Marx, quoted in “Paris, Capital of the Nineteenth Century, Exposé,” 18. Also: “The furniture, which is almost as heavy as the buildings themselves, continues to have façades; mirrored wardrobes, sideboards and chests still face out onto the sphere of private life, and so help dominate it.” Lefebvre, *Production of Space*, 363.

104. Interview, Bandung, August 26, 1999.
107. Interview, Jakarta, July 30, 1996.
110. Interview, Jakarta, August 18, 1993.
111. Interview, Surakarta, August 9, 1995.
114. Interview, Surakarta, August 9, 1995.
115. Interview, Jakarta, August 30, 1999.

*Notes to Chapter Two*
119. The hero of the Kafka’s *The Trial*, at the opposite end of the world from the colony but “produced” very much by the same urban space, finds out in an instant from shifts of things in his house—a pincushion, a matchbox being misplaced—that the whole world is crashing around him. Kafka, *Trial*, 10.

120. Interview, Jakarta, August 24, 1999.
121. Interview, Jakarta, August 20, 1995.
122. Interview, Surakarta, August 6, 1995.
123. Interview, Bandung, August 26, 1999.
124. Interview, Jakarta, July 30, 1996.

125. “I love brief habits. . . . brief habits, too, have this faith of passion, this faith in eternity . . . deep contentment . . . without having any need for comparisons, contempt, of hatred. . . . That is what happens to me with dishes, ideas, human beings, cities, poems, music, doctrines, ways of arranging the day, and life styles . . . the passage inventories. . . . Enduring habits I hate . . . a permanent domicile, or unique good health.” Friedrich Nietzsche, *The Gay Science*, quoted in Ronell, *Test Drive*, 193, 195.

126. Cornelis van Vollenhoven (1874–1933) was a Dutch lawyer and the author of the three-volume *Het adatrecht van Nederlandsch Indië* (1918–1933), the most authoritative “customary law” colonial codex for the Dutch colony. He was equally famous for being and is remembered as a highly ethically minded professor at the University of Leiden, a mentor to many Indonesian students who, during the late colonial period, managed to get as far as a European university.

127. Interview, Utrecht, July 6, 1998. Again, this was a matter of modernity, and in particular, as a child could see itself and the people around him growing into it: “And as I gazed at the long, long rows of coffee spoons and knife rests, fruit knives and oyster forks, my pleasure in this abundance was tinged with anxiety, lest the guests we had invited would turn out to be identical to one another, like our cutlery.” “Berlin Childhood,” 3:403–4.

128. This is a pertinent comment pointing to how uneasy the progress was: “With the replacement of Dutch rulers by educated Indonesians, Javaneese ‘feudalism,’ with its complicated forms of etiquette, was disowned.” Siegel, *Naming the Witch*, 208.

129. Interview, Yogyakarta, August 5, 1997.
130. Ibid.
132. Ibid.
133. This is Michel de Certeau writing on the “colonized university,” but it is also applicable, I believe, to other colonial walls, shelters, and discourses: “Discourse takes on the color of the walls; it is ‘neutral.’” “The Historiographical Operation,” in Certeau, *Writing of History*, 62.

139. Interview, Surabaya, July 24, 1992.
140. Notebook, summer 1997, no. 4.
142. Interview, Wageningen, July 4, 1998. James Rush describes such auctions at the turn of the century: “The higher the position of the departing official, the larger and more dignified the crowd and the more grandiose the bids. Because of this the auctions of departing residents were carnival affairs . . .” Rush, *Opium to Java*, 132.
143. Interview, Utrecht, July 6, 1998.
144. Interview, Jakarta, August 20, 1999.
146. Interview, Jakarta, August 16, 1995.
147. Interview, Jakarta, June 20, 1992. This proves also that the “part played by war and armies as productive forces in their own rights” must not be underestimated; definitely not the war’s and armies’ role in producing space. See Lefebvre, *Production of Space*, 277.
150. Interview, Jakarta, August 8, 1999.
151. Interview, Jakarta, August 18, 1993.
152. Interview, Yogyakarta, August 5, 1997.
155. “Engravings from 1830 show how the insurgents threw all sorts of furniture down on the troops out of the windows.” Benjamin, *Arcades Project*, 137.
156. Interview, Yogyakarta, August 3, 1997.
157. This is from the 1942 diary of Mrs. J. J. Husseen, a former teacher at the senior high school in Semarang. “Dagboek 89a (DB 045 en 046),” in Rijksinstituut voor Oorlogdocumentatie Archief, Amsterdam.
159. Ibid., 10.
160. Ibid., 75.
161. Interview, Bandung, August 26, 1999.
162. Interview, Jakarta, August 18, 1993.
163. Interview, Jakarta, August 8, 1999.
164. Interview, Jakarta, August 18, 1993.
165. Interview, Jakarta, August 24, 1999.
166. Interview, Bandung, August 26, 1999.
167. This is one of the most profound comments on “a certain age”: “We live bizarrely clinging to the level of our age, often with a vast repression of what has pre-
ceded us: we almost always take ourselves for the person we are at the moment we are at in our lives.” Cixous, *Three Steps on the Ladder of Writing*, 66.

170. Interview, Jakarta, August 8, 1999.
172. Ibid.
175. Notebook, summer 1997, no. 4.
177. Interview, Jakarta, July 6, 1997.

**THE FENCES**

1. Interview, Jakarta, July 19, 1992.
2. Nancy, *Inoperative Community*, 48, on Homer’s *muthos*. “Such speech . . . as Thales is supposed to have said . . . [is] a way of binding the world.” Ibid., 49.
3. Jakobson, *My Futurist Years*, 68. Jakobson was a member of the Prague Circle of Linguistics and he spent more than a decade in Prague managing Czech so well indeed that he was regularly asked by the best of the avant-garde Czech poets to correct their language. When he regrets not being able to write about the cries of hawkers, he might thus be also recalling the Prague Malá Strana and Staré Město streets of the 1930s.
13. It was Mr. Selo Soemardjan, in fact, who later told George McT. Kahin, an Ameri-
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can scholar and a friend of his, how he used to climb over the wall of the sultan’s palace in Yogyakarta during the Indonesian revolution in 1947 or 1948—not to steal fruits this time, but to smuggle messages between the agencies of the Indonesian underground government in the city occupied by the Dutch army. George Kahin, personal communication, 1995.

18. RM: “Did you play with neighbors’ children, even when your family might be of a higher status?”
   Mrs. HARTINI: “Oh, yes, children played together.”
   RM: “What kind of games?”
   Mrs. HARTINI: “Running around, yes, and making a lot of noise.”
   Interview, Jakarta, August 23, 1997.
19. Kafka, Trial, 34.
22. The place running with springs, “the Land of Valleys and Mountains, where at any moment you can hear the sound of a ketjapi harp blowing in the humid wind, where at any moment you can doze off peacefully because the soil always bestows its grace upon the crops.” “Ketjapi,” in Pramoedya, Tales from Djakarta, 128. Or, further back in time: “But morning has not yet fully arrived. / The time is called the ‘day’s breast scarf.’ / At that time the day is already up. / Sunlight strikes one’s forehead, / Just a bit topping the mountains. / The bamboo roof tiles curl and shift, / People move about humming and stretching, / The ring-necked cock crows.” Collins, Guritan of Radin Suane, second night, canto 177, 215.
27. Interview, Jakarta, August 24, 1999.
29. Interview, Surakarta, August 8, 1996.
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40. Interview, Surakarta, August 8, 1996.
42. Suryadinata, Prominent Indonesian Chinese, 34–35.
43. Notebook, summer 1995, no. 5.
44. Interview, Jakarta, July 14, 1997.
46. Interview, Kartasura, August 14, 1997. Before meeting Mr. Naryo, I had never known anybody who related himself to puppets so powerfully and movingly. Except, perhaps, Don Quixote: “As Don Quixote watches the performance and listens to [his guide’s] commentary, which he interrupts from time to time, he grows more and more excited, for it is all very real to him. Finally, as a cavalcade of Moors sets out in pursuit of the ‘Christian lovers’ [the play is about fair Melisenda and brave Don Gaiferos], he can stand it no longer and leaping to his feet, he draws his sword and slashes the stage and puppets to bits. The audience is thrown into confusion, Master Pedro bewails the loss of his stock in trade, and the ape flees in terror.” Cervantes, “Ingenious Gentleman Don Quixote,” 520.
47. Interview, Jakarta, August 23, 1997.
51. For example, “Sitting in the river at night is a Javanese mystical practice.” Siegel, Naming the Witch, 117.
52. “There is a big destructive flood in Jakarta every five years on average, but there is some flooding every year.” Marco Kusumawijaya, Jakarta, iv. “When the rains came, water that overflowed from higher ground spilled down into the house. And because the back wall of the house was actually part of a small hill that had been cut open, and because the side of this small hill formed a big drain, the back wall of the house automatically became a nesting-place for field-mice. And when it rained heavily, mud flowed through the holes made by these mice.” “Ketjapi,” in Pramoedya, Tales from Djakarta, 138.
55. Interview, Jakarta, August 22, 1999. Among other recollections like these see, for example, “Since he was little, Sumitro [Soemitro in old spelling] showed the courage and spirit of a rebel. In spite that he was repeatedly warned against it, he sat under a big, old and haunted waringin tree during the sunset. Together with his brother, he sat directly under that tree.” Sumitro Djojohadikusumo, Jejak Perlawan, 7.
56. Interview, Jakarta, August 24, 1999.
57. The anger of Durga, the mother of Kala, the god of time, overflows from time
to time, and then she “attacks roads and burns down markets.” “Lampiran-lampiran: Murwakala,” in Latif et al., *Waktu Batu*, 86.

60. Interview, Jakarta, August 24, 1999.
63. Interview, Jakarta, August 16, 1995.
64. In 1937, according to the official count, there was one bicycle for every eight residents of the colony. Abeyasekere, *Jakarta*, 91. The bicycle clearly, in the modern world, has been both early and lasting, “a machine loved for its qualities of fate.” “Genie,” in Rimbaud, *Complete Works*, 255.
65. Interview, Kartasura, August 14, 1997.
66. Interview, Yogyakarta, August 2, 1996.
68. Interview, Jakarta, August 18, 1997.
73. This is something that can be fully experienced only in a tropical place—the “countless fireflies scattered on the bushes . . . like stars, as though the sky had been transplanted onto the earth.” Mihardja, *Atheis*, 116.
74. Interview, Jakarta, August 22, 1999.
75. Interview, Jakarta, August 18, 1997.
76. Interview, Surakarta, August 6, 1995.
78. Interview, Utrecht, July 6, 1998.
79. Interview, Surakarta, August 9, 1995.
80. Interview, Jakarta, June 20, 1992.
81. This, again, was a global modern romance and a universal Virilio moment—like in the case of this couple in Germany, at the same time: “They drove at 70 kilometers per hour, a speed which is recommended for such a situations by modern authors who have studied the connections between the human heart and the internal combustion engine.” Roth, *Right and Left*, 205.
84. Filippo Tommaso Marinetti’s futurist manifesto of 1909, quoted in Moos, *Fernand Léger*, 63.
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86. Interview, Jakarta, July 24, 1997.
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89. Adorno, *Minima Moralia*, 162, 139.


91. Interview, Surakarta, August 6, 1995.

92. Interview, Jakarta, August 18, 1999.


94. Interview, Kartasura, August 4, 1997.


96. Interview, Jakarta, August 27, 1999.


100. Interview, Yogyakarta, July 17, 1992.

101. This, or something very close to it, I heard often repeated—ghostly images like that, for instance: “Their hair on fire, their eyes blue” (*rambutnya terbakar dan matanya biru*). “Lampiran-lampiran: Murwakala,” in Latif et al., *Waktu Batu*, 63.

102. Interview, Jakarta, August 8, 1999.


105. Interview, Jakarta, August 18, 1999.

106. Interview, Wageningen, July 4, 1998. See also Wertheim and Wertheim-Gijse Weenink, *Vier Wendingen*, 201: “For me,” Wim Wertheim wrote, “serving on the city watch [at the time of the Japanese invasion early in 1942] was an opportunity, *for the first time in the ten years I spent in Batavia*, to see the city poor native quarters that were just next to the city center”; emphasis mine.

107. Compare Friedrich Engels: “There is something distasteful about the very bustle of the streets, something that is abhorrent to human nature itself. Hundreds of thousands of people of all classes and ranks of society jostle past one another. Are they not all human beings with the same characteristics and potentials, equally interested in the pursuit of happiness? . . . And yet they rush past one another as if they had nothing in common or were in no way associated with one another. Their only agreement is a tacit one: that everyone should keep to the right of the pavement, so as not to impede the stream of the people moving in the opposite direction. No one even bothers to spare a glance for the other. The greater the number of people that are packed into a tiny space, the more repulsive and offensive becomes the brutal indifference, the unfeeling concentration of each person on his personal affairs.” Engels’s *The Conditions of the Working Class in England*, 1844, quoted—so others also think of Engels as relevant to Jakarta!—in “Jalan, kaki-lima, mall,” in Marco Kusumawijaya. *Jakarta*, 67–68.

See also Virilio: “Since the dawn of the bourgeois revolution, the political discourse has been . . . confusing social order with the control of traffic (of people, of goods)
and revolution, revolt, with traffic jams, illegal parking, multiple crashes, collisions.”


110. Interview, Jakarta, August 8, 1999.

111. Interview, Jakarta, August 18, 1999.

112. Interview, Yogyakarta, August 2, 1996.


114. *Indos* (common name for Eurasians) and prostitution were a theme constantly talked or whispered about in the colony, and thus it is sometimes still recalled. See, for example, this recollection of the first days of the Japanese occupation of Yogyakarta by an Indonesian then living in the city: “During the first days after the Japanese arrived, the high Dutch officials were forced to work as traffic police and they wore a large piece of white cloth pinned to their sleeves as a sign of surrender. . . . Eurasian girls and young women who usually talked and thought of themselves as if they were Dutch persons, were moved to a brothel to serve the Japanese army.” Soemardjan, *Biografi*, 98.
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